The CJ22XB Battery Hi-Rise Scissor Lift features manual push – battery lift operation and is designed to handle applications such as lifting and transporting skids and bottomless containers, loading and unloading conveyor systems, and is also perfectly suited as a mobile work station.

Control Handle
- The control handle has three positions (raise/neutral/lower) fingertip control. Ergonomically designed and free of pinch points.

Steering
- Featuring 150 degree pivot action for greater maneuverability with 7” polyurethane swivel casters providing maximum rolling ease and maneuverability in tight areas.

Load Rollers
- The durable 3” polyurethane rollers are situated in the scissor legs for easy mobility.

Brakes
- The self adjusting stabilizers are automatically applied when lifting loads higher than 15.75” which ensures that the load will remain stable particularly when using the truck as a work positioner.

Charger
- Features an external 12 volt charger that plugs into any standard 110 volt outlet.

Battery Lift Operation
- Raises the truck (empty) to the maximum height in approx. 15 seconds.